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SHANGHAI: China’s major stock indexes fin-
ished the week on a grim note yesterday,
with the Shanghai index ending the week
down 13.3 percent, its worst showing since
the global financial crisis. Many analysts had
warned that Chinese bourses had become
too frothy since their run-up in November,
with some companies trading at 200 or 300
times earnings amid incredible volatility.

The doubling in primary indexes in
Shanghai and Shenzhen since late last year
has made Chinese markets the world’s best
performing major market, but net market
capitalisation of the equity markets, at 66.2
trillion yuan ($10.7 trillion), now exceeds the
size of the country’s gross domestic product.
The correction from the June 12 peak has
wiped out 9.24 trillion yuan worth of value.

“Today’s fall was more savage than we
had expected.  Investors were panicking,”
said Zhang Chen, analyst at Shanghai-based
hedge fund manager Hongyi Investment.

“The market had gained so much previ-
ously, so I think there’s an inherent need for a

correction.” Yesterday, the CSI300 index of
the largest listed companies in Shanghai and
Shenzhen plunged 6.0 percent, to 4,637.05,
while the Shanghai Composite Index lost 6.4
percent, to 4,478.36 points.

Start of major correction?
All the major indexes are down 10 per-

cent from their peaks,  but analysts say it is
unclear if this is the beginning of a longer
correction. In the past, dramatic drops have
only lasted a few days before bargain shop-
pers swept back in, driving stocks to new
highs. The previous corrections were general-
ly short-term reactions to crackdowns on the
exuberant usage of margin financing to fund
investments.

This time, analysts point to liquidity relat-
ed factors, including a flood of IPOs sopping
up cash in the market, the upcoming end of
the first half reporting period for Chinese
companies, and recent moves by the central
bank to tweak its monetary management to
absorb short-term money in the market and

transfer it to longer-term investments.
“Recently, elements that curbed the mar-

ket’s rise are emerging,” Bosera Asset
Management Co said in an emailed com-
ment on the correction. “First...room for fur-
ther monetary easing could be less than
anticipated, and inflows of new investors
could have peaked.  Secondly, a highly-lever-
aged bull (market) is not sustainable.”

Short-term money rates have indeed
risen sharply this week, but they remain well
within what traders consider accommodative
territory, with the benchmark seven-day
bond repurchase agreement - considered
most indicative of general liquidity condi-
tions - trading at 2.72 percent.

As the current rally was set off by a sur-
prise interest rate cut in November, which
caused investors to charge into equities after
years of scorning stocks, some fear that the
end of the easing cycle will provoke a
destructive market crash, as in 2009 after a
similar rally was fuelled by easing monetary
policy. — Reuters

Analysts see start of major correction

QINGDAO: Chinese stock investors check prices at a securities firm in Qingdao, in China’s Shandong province yesterday.
Shanghai shares plunged 6.42 percent on June 19, ending a torrid week as the benchmark index was hit by tight liquidi-
ty and profit-taking after a powerful surge over the past year. — AFP

Tokyo investors eyeing US

data, Greece talks next week

TOKYO: A slate of US economic data and Greece’s bailout talks
will be on Tokyo investors’ radar next week as the clock ticks
down to a deadline for Athens to pay some of its debts.

US housing starts and durable goods orders will be on deck
from Monday with markets keen to see more evidence of a stable
recovery in the world’s biggest economy. After a two-day meet-
ing the Federal Reserve this week held off hiking interest rates
and said any increases would be cautious.

Afterwards, Fed boss Janet Yellen said its first interest rate
hike in nine years would likely come “later this year”. EU President
Donald Tusk called an emergency summit of the leaders of the
19 euro-zone countries for Monday in Brussels after finance min-
isters on Thursday failed to break the five-month-old deadlock
between the anti-austerity government in Athens and its credi-
tors. “With the end-of-June IMF deadline fast approaching,
(German Chancellor) Angela Merkel repeated this week that a
deal was still possible, but if there’s no progress next week we are
likely to see an immediate negative market reaction,” Barclays
said in a research note.

On Friday, the Nikkei 225  at the Tokyo added 0.92 percent,
or 183.42 points, to close at 20,174.24, snapping a four-day los-
ing streak. Over the week, the benchmark index lost 1.14 per-
cent. The Topix index of all first-section shares rose 0.89 per-
cent, or 14.35 points, to 1,631.01. But it was down 1.24 percent
over the week. Tokyo picked up a strong lead from New York
where the tech-focused Nasdaq powered to a fresh record.
Later Friday, the BoJ kept a lid on its record 80 trillion yen
annual asset-buying scheme after it wrapped up a policy
meeting. 

The program is aimed at jacking up prices and kickstarting
growth in the world’s number three economy. Despite the
BoJ’s decision, economists expect a further loosening of mone-
tary policy, likely later this year, to bring Japan closer to its two-
percent inflation target, which is a cornerstone of Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe’s drive to conquer deflation. The country’s
near-zero inflation rate is far below the BoJ’s target. Boosting
Japanese exporters, the dollar ticked up to 123.14 yen from
122.93 yen in New York. Shares in factory robotics maker Fanuc
jumped 3.23 percent to 26,200 yen, lender Mitsubishi UFJ rose
0.64 percent to 860 yen and Fast Retailing, operator of the
Uniqlo clothing chain, slipped 0.06 percent to 52,170 yen. 

Toyota closed up 0.61 percent at 8,234.0 yen as investors
appeared to shrug off news that its most senior female execu-
tive was arrested in a Tokyo hotel on suspicion of violating the
country’s drug control law. — AFP

Chinese markets have worst 

week since financial crisis

TOKYO: Shares pushed higher yesterday
despite a sell-off in China that pushed
Shanghai’s benchmark down 6.4 percent.
Relief over the Federal Reserve’s stance on
putting off an interest rate hike appeared to
be offsetting worries over the stalemate in
talks on Greece’s debt mess. 

KEEPING SCORE: Germany’s DAX gained
0.1 percent to 11,110.90 and Britain’s FTSE
100 was up 0.3 percent at 6,730.85. France’s
CAC40 climbed 0.7 percent to 4,838.70. US
markets seemed ready for small gains after
Thursday’s advance. Dow and S&P futures
were up 0.1 percent.

CHINA JITTERS: Chinese shares have
backed away from recent peaks on worries
that a bubble may be building in equity mar-
kets. A flurry of IPOs is accentuating concerns
over liquidity.  Meanwhile, the government’s
moves to curb risks from margin trading are
also weighing on sentiment.  Real estate

shares were among the hardest hit, though
the Shanghai Composite Index has still
gained nearly 4.6 percent in the past month.

THE QUOTE: Chinese shares have risen
140 percent over 12 months and around 50
percent year-to-date so “volatility is to be
expected as it has risen a bit too far too fast,”
Shane Oliver, head of investment strategy
and chief economist at AMP Capital, said in a
commentary. “The easy gains are probably
over and a period of correction would be
healthy.”

GREEK DRAMA: Investors were monitor-
ing events in Europe, where Greece and its
international lenders are deadlocked in
bailout talks and an emergency summit
meeting is planned for next week. Greece
needs more loans from its creditors before
June 30, when its current bailout program
expires and a 1.6 billion euro ($1.8 billion)
debt repayment is due. A default could result

in Greece leaving the euro currency bloc,
dealing a blow to the project. On Friday,
Greece was hoping to get temporary support
for its banks from the European Central Bank
while the bailout talks continue.

ASIA’S DAY: Japan’s Nikkei 225 rose 0.9
percent to 20,174.24 and the Hang Seng in
Hong Kong added 1.1 percent to 26,984.05.
South Korea’s Kospi gained 0.3 percent to
2,046.96 and Australia’s S&P/ASX 200
jumped 1.3 percent to 5,597.00. The
Shanghai Composite Index tumbled 6.4 per-
cent to 4,478.36 and the smaller Shenzhen
Composite Index lost 5.9 percent to
2,742.18.

THAILAND SCARE: Public health officials
confirmed that dozens of people were
under observation after a 75-year-old man
who travelled to Bangkok from Oman for
treatment of a heart ailment was confirmed
to have the MERS virus. —AP

Global stocks advance despite plunge in China

London considers tie-up

with Shanghai bourse

BEIJING: The London Stock Exchange is considering forging a link
with the Shanghai bourse like that between Hong Kong and the
Chinese financial hub, state media reported yesterday. “We are work-
ing on it and trying to understand what might be involved,” Nicolas
Bertrand, head of equity and derivative markets for the London Stock
Exchange Group (LSE), said in Beijing, according to the China Daily.

The paper said the programme would be similar to the stock con-
nect between the Shanghai and Hong Kong bourses. That scheme,
which was launched in November, enables international investors to
trade selected stocks on Shanghai’s tightly restricted exchange while
also allowing mainland investors to buy shares in the former British
colony. The tie-up was set up as part of China’s move to open up its
financial markets and officials said in March it will also link trading
between the Shenzhen and Hong Kong stock markets, though the
launch is still pending.

Bertrand did not offer a timetable for the inauguration of such a
scheme between London and Shanghai, the report said. It added that
he said such a tie-up would add more complexity to the British
bourse’s operations, adding it was in talks with regulators, clients,
and assets firms to ensure any connection could meet relevant regu-
latory requirements and conditions.  

London is the largest Chinese yuan market outside mainland
China and Hong Kong and the LSE is aiming to launch more trading
products denominated in the currency, the China Daily said.

There are currently 61 Chinese companies listed in Europe’s
biggest financial centre and LSE officials said they are working hard at
attracting more firms from China to list, according to the paper. Jon
Edwards, LSE’s deputy head of primary markets and emerging mar-
kets, said it saw opportunities for Chinese companies floating over-
seas assets in London, adding that those in the oil, gas and commodi-
ties sectors often enquire about dual-listing in the city and another
exchange. — AFP


